Owen Rauckman

CONTACT
913.832.9981
owenrauckman@gmail.com
owenrauckman.com

B.S. in Interactive Digital
Media: Computer Science
Northwest Missouri State University
2012 - 2015
GPA: 3.96/4.0

EXPERTISE
Javascript (ES5/6/+)
Node.js

SOFTWARE ENGINEER II

2016 - Present

Garmin International, Inc
Collaborated with a team of developers to build the front end for
Garmin’s first globally unified support experience which included robust
search features and live chat while achieving a wide range of browser
compatibility and full ADA compliance
Pioneered Garmin IT’s first consumer facing Node application by leading
work on a marine maps discovery tool that helped speed up and
enhance the map shopping experience for customers
Worked as the lone front end developer while embedded on a backend
eCommerce team to build the UI and logic for an internal rules engine
that allowed the business to create and manage promotions for the
online store
Served as scrum master while working on a team that met tight GDPR
compliance deadlines by rolling out new privacy policy pages, a global
forms tool to manage and create compliant forms, and a form
administration tool that allowed the business to review submissions

Express
Vue
React
CSS3

Lead work developing reusable UI components and defining strategy
that enabled global marketing teams to build pages quickly and easily
without writing code in an effort to unify the core of garmin.com and
migrate off of deprecated infrastructure

SCSS
MongoDb
Elasticsearch

UX DEVELOPER INTERN

Rest

Garmin International, Inc

GraphQL
Contentful
Wordpress
Pivotal Cloud Foundry
Heroku
Agile
Sketch
Adobe CC
Affinity Suite

2014-2015

Collaborated with social media and design teams to create websites for
advertising campaigns
Worked closely with design and content teams to add features to web
pages that highlighted new product launches
Built the UI for an internal project management tool that extended Jira’s
functionality
Fixed styling problems on over 30 web pages making them responsive
and cross-browser compatible
Added our team’s portfolio of projects to Bitbucket and set up CI/CD
pipelines for each project

FREELANCE DESIGNER/DEVELOPER
www.owenrauckman.com

2010 - Present

